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Buy a MiningCo. get a TechCo. for free! 
Following its reinvention as a battery materials company, Neometals is not widely-
owned by institutional investors and, as a result, a lot of its important developments 
have gone under the radar. We believe that the market sees it as a holding company 
with a minority share of the Mt Marion lithium mine and a bunch of early stage Tech 
developments.  

We believe that a simple re-organisation and separation of the Tech and Mining 
assets can better showcase the company for what it is, a MiningCo. with a holding in 
a world-class lithium mine and exciting TiO2 and LiOH projects; and a world-class 
battery materials TechCo. with significant development and growth potential, which 
should trade on a substantially higher multiple. 

Mining is the past and the present 
NMT’s 13.8% share in the Mt Marion 
lithium mine should continue to yield 
strong cash flow for many years, 
potentially allowing NMT to develop 
the Barrambie titanomagnetite DSO 
project and continue to develop the 
associated TiO2 project. The LiOH plant 
is a positive addition to this. 

 But Tech is the future 
However, we believe that the 
Company’s unfancied Tech assets are 
the key. While not yet commercially 
proven, we believe that the Battery 
Recycling tech could be a game-
changer, and it has a developing Tech 
royalty business which could become a 
good earner. 

   Split would realise better multiples  
The Market is willing to attribute very 
different multiples to Mining and Tech 
stocks. Highly capital intensive and 
cyclical Mining gets low multiples, and 
Tech, with low capital int., high margins 
and growth potential, can derive much 
higher multiples. While TechCo. Is small 
at this stage we believe it has significant 
value upside as a standalone. 

 Strong valuation upside 
We value Neometals on a Sum of the 
Parts basis using DCF valuations. Our 
NAV is A$1.90 and we apply a 25% 
Conglomerate discount to give a fair 
value of A$1.43. We believe that the 
stock is significantly undervalued and 
that a separation into its constituent 
parts would lead to better 
understanding and a higher valuation.  

Multiple positions in the battery supply chain 
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Share data
Shares - m (basic/fully  diluted) 543.5m / 548.0m
52-w eek high/low A$0.50 / A$0.25
Free float 100%
3M av erage daily  v olume (m) 2.01
Market capitalisation (US$m) 216
Net debt (cash) (US$m) -40
Enterprise v alue (US$m) 176
Div idend y ield 1.4%

NMT valuation A$m A$/sh
Mt Marion 326 0.59
LiOH 243 0.44
Barrambie DSO 101 0.18
Barrambie TiO2 190 0.35
Recy cling 92 0.17
Roy alty  business 50 0.09
Net cash (debt) 40 0.07
Subtotal 1,042 1.90
Conglomerate discount 25%
Sum of the Parts valuation 781 1.43
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Investment Summary 
Since reinventing itself as a battery materials company in recent years, 
Neometals has seemingly skated under the radar of institutional investors. The 
company that emerged from the failure of the Meekatharra gold project is a 
totally different animal to the one that went in, but this has been largely 
unnoticed by investors, in our view. 

Neometals is now an exciting project developer with a good net cash position, a 
13.8% share of earnings from a world-class lithium mine, integrated lithium and 
titanium chemical opportunities, and interests in exciting hydrometallurgical 
technologies for its emerging royalties business. 

However, we believe that the sheer number and diversity of the projects 
underway at Neometals is one of the factors that is putting investors off and we 
believe that a simple splitting of the company into a Mining entity and a Tech 
entity will result in a significant improvement in the market perception, and 
hence the valuation, of the stock. We believe that Neometals should split into: 

• MiningCo. holding the company’s 13.8% share in the Mt Marion 
Lithium mine, its 100% share in the Kalgoorlie LiOH project, and 100% 
share in the Barrambie project, where we see DSO titanomagnetite as 
potential for early cash flow ahead of full-scale development of an 
integrated titanium dioxide operation where a PFS indicates 
production costs at the bottom of the global cost curve. 
 

• TechCo. which would hold the company’s Tech and royalty assets. We 
believe that the Company’s battery recycling project is the most 
exciting of its Tech projects, given its potential to yield low-cost cobalt 
as well as other metals. The company also has projects underway in 
lithium, via its ELi® LiOH process, direct lithium extraction from brines 
and development of lithium titanate (LTO) anode materials, which we 
believe could all be game-changers in their own right. The royalty part 
of the business (Alphamet) focuses on licensing of the company’s 
proprietary hydrometallurgical technologies to producers and also has 
significant new business development potential, in our view. 

We value Neometals using a Sum of the Parts valuation based on risked DCFs 
for the key projects which yields a NAV of A$1.43/share. 

Figure 1: Neometals Ltd sum of the parts valuation 

 
Source: Arlington Group estimates. *Fully diluted 

 

Project Status NMT share
Discount 

rate
NPV /

A$m
Risk 

discount
NAV /

A$m
NAV* /
A$/sh

Mt Marion Operating 13.8% 8% 326 0% 326 0.59
LiOH Evaluation 100% 12% 972 75% 243 0.44
Barrambie DSO Evaluation 100% 10% 202 50% 101 0.18
Barrambie TiO2 Evaluation 100% 12% 760 75% 190 0.35
MiningCo. total 860 1.57
Recycling Development 100% 10% 184 50% 92 0.17
Royalty business Development 100% 8% 67 25% 50 0.09
TechCo. total 142 0.26
Net cash (debt) 40 0.07
Subtotal 1,042 1.90
Conglomerate discount 25%
Sum of the Parts valuation 781 1.43
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Neometals Ltd financial summary Year-end 30 Jun

Valuation Risk A$m A$/sh* Forecast assumptions 2016 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E

Mt Marion 0% 326 0.59 US$/A$ 1.30 1.30 1.30
LiOH 75% 243 0.44
Barrambie DSO 50% 101 0.18 6% spodumene concentrate CFR China US$/t 680 680 680
Barrambie TiO2 75% 190 0.35 Lithium Hy drox ide FOB Australia US$/t 12,000 12,000 12,000
MiningCo. total 860 1.57 DSO Titanomagnetite FOB Geraldton US$/t 120 120 120
Recycling 50% 92 0.17 TiO2 US$/t 2,300 2,300 2,300
Royalty business 25% 50 0.09 V2O5 US$/lb 6.0 6.0 6.0
TechCo. total 142 0.26 Cobalt US$/t 50,000 50,000 50,000
Net cash (debt) 40 0.07 Zinc US$/t 2,500 2,500 2,500
Subtotal 1,042 1.90 Copper US$/t 6,000 6,000 6,000
Conglomerate discount 25%
NAV 781 1.43 PROFIT & LOSS (A$m) 2016 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E

Revenues - - - 199 355
Cost of sales - - - 145 283

Asset valuation summary EBITDA -5 -8 -8 48 67
  D&A 0 0 - 1 2
EBIT -5 -8 -8 47 65
Net interest income/(ex pense) 0 1 1 1 1
Other financials income/(ex pense) 0 1 - - -
Adjusted PTP* -5 -5 15 74 92
Tax ation 1 0 -4 -22 -28
Post-tax income 85 5 10 52 65
Net income (adjusted) -5 -5 10 52 65
Per share data (US$)
EPS (adjusted, basic*) -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.10 0.12
EPS (adjusted, diluted*) -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.10 0.12
Shares outstanding (period end, basic) 559 546 544 544 544
Shares outstanding (fully  diluted) 566 551 548 544 544

BALANCE SHEET (A$m) 2016 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E
Assets
Cash & equiv alents 73 42 42 61 90

Reserves & Resources Inv 'ts in Assocs/JVs 0 13 13 13 13
Total assets 96 85 83 128 172

Barrambie (100%) 15% TiO2 Liabilities
Mt TiO2 V2O5 Fe2O3 Interest bearing debt 0 0 0 0 0

Measured Total liabilities 6 6 5 15 22
Indicated 34.7 22.3% 0.6% 46.8% Shareholders equity 90 79 79 113 149
Inferred 12.5 22.0% 0.6% 46.5% Minority  interests - - - - -
Total Resource 47.2 22.2% 0.6% 46.7% Net debt -73 -42 -42 -61 -90

Prov en CASH FLOW (A$m) 2016 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E
Probable 10.8 25.2% 0.6% 42.5%
Total Reserve 10.8 25.2% 0.6% 42.5% Total cash from operating activities -6 -8 7 72 82

Inv ts in Assocs/JVs 90 -10 - - -
Net (acquisitions)/disposals -0 - - - -

Mt Li2O Fe Cash from investing activities 88 -10 - -15 -6
Measured Cash from financing activities -10 -15 -3 -15 -19
Indicated 28.9 1.35% 1.1% Net cash flow 72 -32 4 42 57
Inferred 48.9 1.38% 1.1%
Total Resource 77.8 1.37% 1.1% PROFITABILITY & VALUATION 2016 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E

EBIT margin, % NM NM NM 23% 18%
Prov en ROIC (EBIT), % NM NM NM NM NM
Probable EV/EBITDA, x NM NM NM 3.8 2.3
Total Reserve PE (adj.), x NM NM 23.7 4.7 3.8

* ex cluding non-recurring items

Discount

Mt Marion (13.8%) 0.5% Li2O cut-off

Source: Company data, Arlington Group estimates
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Company description 
Neometals suffers from an extraordinarily complex operating structure with a 
number of development projects and a minority share in an operating lithium 
mine. We believe this complex structure has made it difficult to attract the 
interest of investors. 

However, we believe that this is to the investors’ detriment, because a simple 
restructuring of Neometals could showcase a world-class battery metals Tech 
company with strong growth prospects which could command premium 
valuation multiples, as well as a Mining company with good exposure to New 
Economy commodities and a mix of producing and development assets.  

Figure 2: Neometals operating structure, November 2017 

 
Source: Company data 

We believe that the market tends to value the company only on its 13.8% share 
in the Mt Marion lithium mine, and not much else. We believe that that 
approach is significantly undervaluing the company. 

Shareholder structure 
There are 543.5m shares in issue, no options and 4.5m performance rights, as 
of 31 December 2017. There are no major institutional investors currently. 

Figure 3: Neometals Ltd shareholder structure (fully diluted) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Company data 

Board & Mgmt, 
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Company history 
2001/02: Reed Resources established as a diversified mining developer focusing 
on the Sand Queen gold mine JV, Comet Vale gold project and the Barrambie 
vanadium project. 

May 2009: Completes DFS on Barrambie Vanadium project which targets a 
project producing 11.2Ktpa of V2O5 or 7.7Ktpa of ferrovanadium over a 12-year 
period for a cost of A$629m. 

August 2009: Secures option to purchase Mt Marion lithium project in exchange 
for A$3.0m and royalty payments. 

October 2009: Announces farm-in agreement with Mineral Resources (MIN) 
over Mt Marion project whereby MIN agrees to complete a FS with a view to 
build, own and operate the processing facilities, operate the project and fund 
all development costs in exchange for a 40% net profit share. Subsequently MIN 
converted to 30% equity share (in return for building the mine and 
concentrator at no upfront capital cost to NMT and operating the spodumene 
concentrator with guaranteed production volume and quality at fixed rates). 

May 2010: Sand Queen Gold mine to be placed on Care and Maintenance. 

November 2010: Signs MOU with China Nonferrous Metal Industry (NFM) for 
an EPC contract and project financing assistance for Barrambie. 

January 2011: Acquires 2.5Moz Meekatharra gold project for A$28m. 

February 2012: BFS for Meekatharra gold project supports 95Koz pa open pit 
project for capital cost of A$36m. 

April 2012: Appoints Luke Tonkin, formerly of Mt Gibson Iron Ore, as MD. 

October 2012: PFS completed for LiOH project at Mt Marion project supporting 
20Ktpa project for a capital cost of A$83m. 

December 2012: Commissions Meekatharra gold mine with first pour in January 
2013. 

April 2013: Realises A$27m cash payment on closure of hedge book and pays 
off project funding facility. 

August 2013: Takes A$62m write down on Meekatharra gold project as holding 
company placed in voluntary administration. 

September 2013: Adopts titanium-based cut-off grade for Barrambie, reporting 
a new resource of 47.2Mt @ 22% TiO2 and 0.63% V2O5. 

September 2013: Luke Tonkin retires as MD and is succeeded by Chris Reed. 

November 2013: Publishes Barrambie scoping study for annual production of 
13Ktpa of TiO2 and 0.3Ktpa of V2O5 for capital cost of A$109m using proprietary 
processing methodology. Subsequently secures process patents. 

February 2014: Announces sale of Comet Vale gold project to a private 
company for up to A$2.0m. 

December 2014: Changes company name to Neometals Ltd (NMT). 

July 2015: Signs MOU with Jiangxi Ganfeng Lithium Co. Ltd (JGL) whereby JGL 
pays US$19.5m for a 25% share of the Mt Marion project and MIN and JGL have 
options to take their respective holdings in the project to 43.1% by Q4/16 by 
way of share purchase, leaving NMT with 13.8% plus an offtake option. JGL has 
offtake agreement. 

August 2015: Barrambie PFS supports 98Ktpa TiO2, 2Ktpa V2O5 project for 
capital cost of A$625m. 

September 2015: Start of construction phase of Mt Marion project. 
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December 2015: Appoints Michael Tamlin as COO. 

December 2015: Secures exclusive licence to proprietary Neomet 
hydrometallurgical metal recovery and extraction technology. 

February 2016: JGL exercises option to increase holding in Mt Marion project 
resulting in NMT receiving an additional US$27.2m followed by MIN in June 
2016 resulting in additional US$19.65m payment. 

July 2016: FS for an Eli process LiOH plant, supporting production of c.20Ktpa of 
LiOH in Malaysia at a capital cost of US$158m. 

September 2016: Signs MOU with MIN for the development of Eli process LiOH 
plant in Western Australia. 

February 2017: First lithium shipment from Mt Marion. 

February 2017: Reports positive battery recycling scoping study and progresses 
to advanced study and pilot plant. 

June 2017: Announces successful proof of concept testing for direct extraction 
of lithium from brines. Also announces successful LTO battery tests. 

September 2017: Announces subsidiary Alphamet Mgmt enters into first sub-
licence agreement for the application of Neomet Process Technology. 

September 2017: Appoints Darren Townsend as Chief Development Officer. 

Better value for shareholders as two companies 
The genesis of the technology business has been dual-purpose; to value add to 
the captive mineral concentrates through downstream processing into value 
added products. Industrial Minerals and Advanced Materials are sold by bi-
lateral negotiation and not traded on terminal exchanges. Achieving the highest 
value in use enables the maximum realisation of revenue for the feedstocks. 
The second driver is lowering the position on the cost curve, through innovative 
operating and capital costs savings on the processing side of the business. 
Several of these innovative processes are protected IP and can be applied to 
other styles of deposits or feedstocks. The business model is both licensing to 
third parties for royalties whilst preserving the ability to deploy as principal for 
new project development. 

As can be seen from the recent history above, since the company re-invented 
itself following the failure of its gold operations it has followed a low capex 
development strategy, preferring to surrender equity positions in its projects in 
exchange for partners carrying out the heavy lifting when it comes to 
development capex. 

We believe that the move towards Tech-heavy investments is simply a 
continuance of this strategy. Management sees the company less as a project 
developer than as a vehicle to enable project development.  

We note the recent announcement regarding the sub-licensing of Alphamet 
process technology in a new modular EAF dust processing plant. 

We understand that the capex for such a plant is under US$10m, which we 
regard as very affordable for the company at the present time. However, 
Management decided not to build and operate the plant but instead simply to 
receive a royalty for licensing the technology. We forecast that the royalty will 
be lucrative for the company and involves no financial risk, but the returns for 
building the plant would have been substantially higher although they would 
have required substantially higher upfront risk. We believe that this example is 
reflective of Management’s preferred development style going forward. 
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Figure 4: Tech business allows movement up the value chain 

 
Source: Company data 

We believe that the Tech-focused strategies have a lower capital intensity and 
are likely to have more sustainable higher growth rates than the Mining 
operations at Barrambie or at Mt Marion. Hence, we believe that they should 
command higher multiples from the Market.  

We therefore believe that the company will only be able to extract maximum 
value for shareholders if it splits itself into a MiningCo. and a TechCo. 

Figure 5: Neometals potential future operating structure 

 
Source: AGAM estimates 

Tech valuations at a substantial premium to Mining 
A comparison of Tech and Mining valuations over the past 8 years highlights the 
significant valuation upside of splitting the two companies out.  
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Excepting periods when Mining earnings have been cyclically weak, NASDAQ 
stocks have traded at an average 64% premium to Mining on a PE basis. Over 
time this NASDAQ premium has been as much as 154%.  

The chart below shows the PE ratio of the Bloomberg World Mining Index and 
NASDAQ since March 2017. 

Figure 6: PE for BBG World Mining index and NASDAQ, Mar 2017-present 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Current valuations support this view, with Tech indices trading at a 90+% 
valuation premium to Mining indices. 

While there is no index of non-natural resource extraction-focused royalties, 
and in fact no direct comparator to NMT’s royalty business, we note that a 
selection of Royalty companies also tend to trade at a valuation premium to 
Mining companies. 

Figure 7: Current valuation metrics for Mining, Tech indices and royalty co.s 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

We believe that a stock holding NMT’s Tech and Royalty assets can therefore 
trade at a significant premium to one which holds Mining, Tech and Royalty 
assets. It could also potentially access a new shareholder base of Tech-focused 
analysts and fund managers who will understand the Tech sector better than 
Mining investors and will be prepared to properly-value those businesses.  
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MiningCo. the focus….for now 
We believe that the Neometals MiningCo. is likely to consist of the company’s 
13.8% share in the Mt Marion lithium mine in Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, 
100% share of a lithium hydroxide plant project in Western Australia and its 
100% share in the Barrambie Ti-V-Fe project, also in Western Australia. We 
believe that Barrambie could potentially be separated in the future, but for now 
it would sit comfortably within MiningCo.  

Mt Marion…high quality hard rock lithium 
Mt Marion is one of the highest grade hard rock lithium deposits globally. While 
NMT only holds a 13.8% share in the mine, profits from the operation are likely 
to be an excellent source of funds for MiningCo. in the future, and NMT’s share 
of concentrate offtake from the mine is likely to be used as feedstock for the 
LiOH plant in Western Australia. 

Location and Geology 
The Mt Marion project (13.8% NMT, 43.1% Jiangxi Ganfeng Lithium and 43.1% 
Mineral Resources) is located 40km south west of Kalgoorlie in Western 
Australia. 

It consists of six deposits open along strike and at depth and boasting a current 
JORC-compliant resource of 77.8Mt @ 1.37% Li2O. 

Figure 8: Mt Marion location 

 
Source: Company data 

History of the Mt Marion project 
Neometals’ precursor company, Reed Resources, first acquired an option to 
acquire the Mt Marion lithium project in August 2009. The deposit was first 
explored by WMC in the 1960s-80s, with Associated Minerals completing a PFS 
in 1996. The deposit was then held by a private individual and not further 
developed until Reed picked it up in 2009. 

In October 2009 Reed announced a binding agreement with Mineral Resources 
Ltd (MIN) whereby MIN would fund a feasibility study and full development 
costs in exchange for a 40% profit share in the project (this was later (February 
2011) amended to a 30% equity share in Reed Industrial Minerals, the owner of 
the mining leases).  

Development of the project progressed slowly as the company focused on its 
Barrambie titanium project, Meekatharra gold operation and downstream LiOH 
processing projects, but in July 2015 the JV partners announced a deal whereby 
China’s Jiangxi Ganfeng Lithium acquired 25% of the project and the right to 
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buy up to 49% of the production for a total consideration of US$61m. Ganfeng 
and MIN were granted options allowing them to increase their shares to 43.1% 
each, leaving NMT with a 13.8% share. Ganfeng entered into an offtake 
agreement for 100% of the spodumene concentrate although Neometals has 
the right to take its equity share of the remaining 51% of the material after year 
three of production if it considers it could derive greater commercial benefit. 

This deal kickstarted development, and in September 2015 MIN as operator 
announced its intention to start construction. The first lithium concentrate 
shipment left the mine in February 2017. 

Outlook for Mt Marion 
The original design at the start of construction in 2015 was to produce 200Ktpa 
of 6% Li2O spodumene. In January 2016, this capacity was expanded to recover 
an additional 80Ktpa of 4% Li2O spodumene. In May 2016 Ganfeng agreed to 
accept up to 200Ktpa of +4% Li2O concentrates. In CQ4/17 the JV partners 
announced that the plant was running at annual rate of 450Ktpa of combined 
concentrate and that MIN had committed to invest A$50m to upgrade all 
production to 6% Li2O spodumene concentrate, effective mid-2018. 

Figure 9: Mt Marion mine site layout 

 
Source: Company data 

Given the significant increase in lithium prices it seems certain to us that this 
will be a core asset for MiningCo. going forward, given that it should yield a 
steady dividend stream for at least the next 25 years with further upside 
potential, should lithium prices continue to rise. This is a far cry from the 
beginning of 2017 when NMT initiated a sale process for its 13.8% equity-only 
share in the mine but did not receive a compliant offer. 

Lithium Hydroxide plant set to be a strategic asset 
Neometals first completed a PFS on a plant to upgrade spodumene concentrate 
to Lithium Hydroxide in October 2012, with a view to processing the offtake 
from Mt Marion. 

The original plan envisaged a Malaysian plant producing 20Ktpa of battery-
grade lithium hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH.H2O), using 147Ktpa of Mt Marion 
spodumene concentrate as a feedstock. The plant would utilise the company’s 
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proprietary ELi process. Initial capital costs would have been in the region of 
US$83m. Operating costs would be significantly lower than for standard LiOH 
plants due to usage of proprietary technology. 

The company previously signed a MOU with Mineral Resources to jointly assess 
the viability of building the plant. We believe that the MOU is unlikely to be 
executed as a production JV since only NMT has publicly expressed its intention 
to exercise its rights to purchase offtake for the downstream process. 

Further studies to refine parameters 
The company completed a Feasibility Study in July 2016 to further refine the 
parameters and has now concluded that a conventional technology process, 
which is currently being tested by Veolia its potential primary equipment 
supplier, may be a better fit for the plant at the current time. As such it plans to 
complete a second FS and a FEED study during 2018 to evaluate the plant.  

The FS supported operating costs of US$4,630/t of LiOH.H2O and had a pre-
production capex of US$158m (including contingency). We note that the FS was 
carried out when LiOH prices of US$11,000/t were significantly lower than 
today’s c.US$15,000/t. 

The FS notes that improvements in battery technology are tending to prioritise 
the usage of LiOH as the production pre-cursor for high performance cathode 
materials and that global installed production capacity for LiOH is substantially 
lower than for lithium carbonate. Given this, and that in the previous FS, the 
conversion of a proportion of the production into lithium carbonate was an 
additional processing step, we believe it is possible that the FEED study for the 
plant will target the entire output as LiOH. 

Better WA than Malaysia 
The 2016 FS was focused on a Malaysian site but recent releases from the 
Company suggest that it prefers to site the plant in Western Australia. With the 
significant increase in the number of projects producing (or expecting to 
produce) spodumene concentrate in recent years, we believe that this makes 
sense. The volume and tonnage of LiOH is significantly lower than spodumene 
concentrate, making it considerably more economic to carry out this 
purification step closer to the site of operations. In addition, the bountiful 
supply of low-cost gas in Western Australia means that there shouldn’t be too 
much of an impact on operating costs. 

Management has two areas of consideration for the plant – near Kalgoorlie, 
close to the Mt Marion lithium mine, or at Kwinana on the coast, adjacent to 
Perth and the container port of Fremantle. 

Model supports this as an operation 
In our model we have assumed production capacity of 20Ktpa of LiOH for stage 
1 production based on the FS and capex of A$247m (previous FS plus a 
contingency). We do not include a technology royalty payment. 

With our higher LiOH forecast our model yields an NPV of A$972m (12% 
discount rate), but given the uncertainties in our estimates for this project we 
apply a 75% risk discount to that. We expect that, in the absence of any 
significant adverse discoveries in the FEED report, NMT should elect to proceed 
with this project following the delivery of the FEED study in December 2018. 
We believe that, similar to its actions at Mt Marion, the Company will give up 
equity in the project in exchange for its partner(s) to fund capex. 
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Barrambie TiO2…DSO early cashflow potential 
The Barrambie project is based on a vanadium-rich titaniferous magnetite 
occurrence located c.400 miles east-north-east of Geraldton in Western 
Australia. The orebody consists of a number of NW/SE striking magnetite layers 
which are exposed at surface.  

Figure 10: Barrambie project location and occurrence 

 
Source: Company data 

While Barrambie initially started as a vanadium project, focus gradually shifted 
to TiO2 over time. The company published a PFS in August 2015 on the already-
defined resource of 47.2Mt @ 22.2% TiO2, 0.63% V2O5 and 46.7% Fe2O3, 
supporting an integrated TiO2, vanadium and iron oxide project. However, in 
recent months it has reported a number of drill intercepts of c.70m of higher 
grade TiO2 and vanadium (32% TiO2 and 0.7% V2O5) from surface which would 
support production of DSO material which, we believe, would be a viable 
product for Chinese titanium smelters after it has been processed by a 
concentrator. 

As a result, we believe that the Barrambie project could now be split into a two-
stage development plan consisting of: 

• Stage 1 – small-scale DSO project at a capex of c.A$15m contributing 
early cash-flow; and 

• Stage 2 – Integrated TiO2 pigment operation yielding 98Ktpa of TiO2, 
2Ktpa of V2O5 and 234Ktpa of Fe2O3, per the PFS, for a pre-production 
capital cost of c.A$625m. 

A staged development plan would reduce the requirement for significant 
upfront capex and we estimate the DSO operation could yield cash flows 
averaging A$30m pa at current titanomagnetite prices of US$120/t FOB 
Geraldton, over a calculated 7-year mine life, at a production rate of 2.0Mtpa. 

NMT is currently updating the PFS for the integrated operation with a view to 
producing a high-purity TiO2 compound (+99% TiO2 as TiO2.2H2O) as an 
intermediate product for sale to existing Chinese sulphate pigment producers 
as a substitute for ilmenite/rutile/synthetic rutile/slag. The benefits to Chinese 
sulphate pigment producers (who contribute 50% of global pigment 
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production) are the elimination of iron sulphate tailings (an important point, 
given the Chinese Government’s recent focus on the environment) and 
improved product quality. Intermediate product will substantially reduce 
chemical plant capital cost. 

In addition, we would note that Neometals’ previous development strategy has 
been to sell a significant percentage in its development mining projects in 
exchange for upfront capital costs and offtake, and we believe that such a 
strategy would also work in this instance for Stage 2. 

In fact, as we see it, the only significant issue holding up a potential investor is 
likely to be the relatively small resource size, which currently only supports a 
19.6 year mine life. A study of comparable Fe-Ti-V projects globally suggests 
that the average resource size for a deposit of this type is closer to 160Mt. We 
note however the extremely high grade of TiO2 in this deposit which 
differentiates it from many other similar deposits. 

However, the vast majority of the current resource is only drilled to a vertical 
depth of 60m while the orebody has been encountered to depths of 200m. 
This, in combination with strike extensions, shows that there is significant 
potential to upgrade the resource considerably, in our view. We believe that an 
increase in the calculated size of the plant and the mine life would likely lead to 
a substantial uplift in our calculated NPV for the project. 

Figure 11: Comparable Fe-Ti-V projects globally 

 
Source: Company data 

Fe-Ti-V DSO – a growing market 
It was in the late-2000’s that China’s rapid growth in demand for iron ore saw it 
starting to expand production and smelting from low grade magnetite 
resources with high grades of TiO2 and vanadium typically found in southern 
provinces such as Sichuan, Yunnan and near Beijing. The titanium and vanadium 
credits from iron ore production kept many iron ore producers from going to 
the wall in the bad times following the GFC and, in the latter part of the decade, 
many Chinese blast furnaces were reconfigured to take a high TiO2/V2O5 
magnetite product. 

With relatively low iron ore prices in recent years, coupled with the Chinese 
government’s greater environmental focus, many of these titanomagnetite 
mining operations (which often operate on a small scale) have been closed 
down and production has been centralised towards SOEs. This has led to 
demand for titanium and vanadium-rich feedstock from overseas and it is this 
market which NMT hopes to target with Barrambie DSO material. 

It is noticeable that Barrambie ore has an extremely high TiO2 grade vs many 
domestic titanomagnetite ores (often less than 7% TiO2) and this should, in our 
view, be enough to offset the costs of transport within China that could 
otherwise impact the economics of shipping Barrambie ore as a DSO material. 

Name Ticker Project Location
Resources/ 

Mt Fe % TiO2 % V2O5 %
Australian Vanadium AVL AU Gabanintha Australia 180 33.8% 9.0% 0.75%
Baobab Resources NA Tete Mozambique 759 33.8% 12.5% 0.35%
Bushveld Minerals BMN LN Mokopane South Africa 285 24.4% 5.4% 0.68%
Flinders Mines FMS AU Canegrass Australia 216 25.4% 5.0% 0.52%
Largo Resources LGO CN Campo Allegre de Lourdes Brazil 133 50.0% 21.0% 0.75%
Prophecy Development PCY CN Titan Canada 49 48.1% 14.8% 0.24%
TNG Ltd TNG AU Mount Peake Australia 160 23.0% 5.0% 0.28%

Neometals NMT AU Barrambie Australia 47 46.7% 22.2% 0.63%
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We also note that the doubling of vanadium prices to US$14/lb following the 
shutdown of small and medium sized mines since mid-2017 can also support 
China as a destination for Barrambie DSO. 

The company disclosed in November 2017 that it has sent core to China for 
evaluation by a Chinese titanium processor. If the customer performance tests 
are positive and the Company’s logistics studies are viable then we believe that 
the Barrambie DSO project will be a “go”. 

Making Barrambie into a world-class TiO2 producer 
The 2015 PFS for the Barrambie project was for a project producing 98Ktpa of 
high purity TiO2, 2Ktpa of V2O5 and 234Ktpa of Fe2O3, for a pre-production 
capital cost of c.A$625m. What was noticeable about the PFS, however, were 
the extremely low operating costs of US$2299/t of TiO2, or US$572/t net of by-
product credits. 

Technology is the key 
TiO2 is generally manufactured using either the chloride process route or the 
sulphate process: 

• The Chloride process uses more expensive, higher-grade feed 
materials such as a concentrate containing at least 70% rutile, syn-
rutile and higher-grade ilmenite, but its use is constrained by licensing 
and is technically very challenging. As a result, it is primarily used in 
western countries. However, it typically generates less waste. The TiO2 
is reduced with carbon at high temperature and then oxidised again 
with chlorine and then re-converted to high purity TiO2 at 
temperatures of 1200-1700°C. Operating costs are in the region of 
US$2100-2300/t. 

• The Sulphate route uses a lower grade concentrate (ilmenite), or 
titanium slag, which is treated with high strength sulphuric acid at 
100°C to produce Titanium Oxygen Sulphate which is then hydrated 
with water and heated in rotary kilns to drive off remaining water at 
temperatures of 2-300°C and further heated to 800-930°C. While less 
technically difficult to operate, the sulphate process uses large 
quantities of sulphuric acid and produces large quantities of acidic 
waste material which needs to be disposed of responsibly. Operating 
costs for Chinese sulphate production are lower at c.US$1600-1800/t. 
The process is used worldwide but the biggest growth in its use over 
the past 10 years has been in China. 

The technology that allows Barrambie to be such a low-cost producer of TiO2 is 
adapted from the hydrometallurgical technology developed by Dr Bryn Harris 
and his team. The company has been testing the process at increasing scales 
since 2012 and announced in December 2015 that it signed a binding term 
sheet for exclusive management and commercialisation rights to the 
technology. In this incarnation of the technology, Neometals holds a 25% 
economic share of the technology rights. 

The technology was originally invented for refractory precious and base metal 
concentrates and is in commercial use in base metal operations within Canada. 
Formal lab scale test work on the process has been completed, which yielded 
high quality TiO2 at recoveries greater than 90%, and pilot plant testing on the 
ore is due to take place in the second half of 2018 with results due by the end 
of 2018 and a Board decision on whether to proceed to DFS due by then as 
well.  
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Figure 12: Different technology routes to produce TiO2 pigment 

 
Source: Company data 

Resource extension is key 
As noted above, for the full Stage 2 project, we believe that resource extension 
at Barrambie must be a key focus. Our DCF model for the TiO2 project at a 
conservative long-term TiO2 price of US$2,300/t yields a post-tax NPV of 
A$760m with a 12% discount rate on an IRR of 39%. While this is attractive, we 
note that capex is A$625m and we would be more comfortable with a 
significantly higher NPV for the project, which we believe would certainly be 
attainable with a longer resource life. 

Barrambie - next off the rank? 
We believe that there is a good chance that the Barrambie DSO project could 
be the next project development for NMT and we particularly note the recent 
(September 2017) hire of Darren Townsend as Chief Development Officer which 
further emphasises this possibility, in our view. He is a mining engineer with 
over 15 years’ operations and development experience and took Peak 
Resources through the PFS and BFS stage.  
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TechCo. is the future 
While MiningCo. might be the reason that most investors hold Neometals, in 
our view it is the company’s technology business which is the basis for its future 
value. It was in December 2015 when Neometals first announced that it signed 
a binding term sheet with Dr Bryn Harris through NMR360 to commission 
NMR360 to conduct research into applications of hydrometallurgical techniques 
to battery technology, although it had been working with Dr Harris’ team since 
2012 on the Neomet process. 

The original plan was to use hydrometallurgical technology solely in the 
processing of TiO2 for the Barrambie project, but it swiftly became clear that 
there were other potentially lucrative process technology developments, of 
which perhaps the most interesting, in our view, is the Company’s lithium 
battery recycling project.  

The different Tech and royalty business are: 

• Battery Recycling – Neometals owns an economic interest of 50% of 
the IP in the battery Recycling process. The technology has been 
developed by Dr Harris and is based on a sulphate process which 
recovers cobalt and other metals from waste batteries. 

• Royalty business – This consists of the Technology royalties derived 
from Alphamet, the NMT subsidiary that owns and sub-licenses the 
proprietary Neomet acid recovery process and other chemical 
processes. These processes are offered by Alphamet for commercial 
license to external users and are also incorporated in many of the 
Company’s own projects. NMT holds a 25% economic interest in the 
Neomet process. We have also incorporated the Tech royalty due from 
Battery Recycling into this segment. 

• Direct Lithium extraction – This is a process, developed by Neometals 
which holds 100% of the IP rights, for extracting lithium chloride (LiCl) 
directly from brine, without the need for solar extraction. A patent is 
currently pending, but successful commercialisation of this process 
would be a game changer for brine-based lithium production, in our 
view. We do not include this business in our financial model. 

• ELi® - Is a method for manufacturing lithium hydroxide (LiOH) which 
requires only small quantities of soda ash and allows leaching acid to 
be recycled vs other methodologies which require large amounts of 
reagents and high temperatures. It is held 75% by Neometals. We do 
not include this business in our financial model. 

• LTO anode materials – This is a relatively early stage project in which 
NMT is developing a process to manufacture lithium titanate (LTO) 
anodes commercially. LTO has the potential to replace graphite. We do 
not include this business in our financial model 

Unique high recovery, low environmental impact tech 
The key part of the process route utilised by Dr Harris for the Neomet process is 
a unique closed loop proprietary acid recovery and regeneration system that 
the Company believes is significantly more efficient and robust than other 
commercially available technologies. The technology has been proven through 
successful completion of several mini-plant and pilot plant campaigns on a 
variety of ore samples, concentrates, wastes and intermediates. 
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The Alphamet and Barrambie processes use a Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) based 
acid recovery and regeneration system which results in metal recoveries above 
95% and with purities of above 99.5% with a relatively small environmental 
footprint, particularly as compared with other such processes. The HCl is fully 
recycled and the process takes place at low temperature and low atmospheric 
pressure, meaning that capital costs can be minimised because the need to 
incorporate high temperature or pressure vessels is removed. The unrelated 
Battery Recycling process uses sulphuric acid as the substrate. 

Figure 13: Processing stages for the HCl route 

 
Source: Neometals 

Given the relative levels of advancement of the different projects underway in 
this segment, while we will give a broad introduction to each segment, we have 
only attempted to value two components of TechCo.; the Battery Recycling and 
the Alphamet royalty business. While we believe that the other components 
could hold significant value, they are too early stage and not enough financial 
information is available to build effective financial models, in our view. 

Battery recycling could be transformative 
In February 2017, Neometals announced that it successfully completed a 
scoping study on a laboratory-scale to evaluate the use of hydromet technology 
to recover Cobalt from Lithium Ion batteries. It has subsequently progressed to 
a plant scale test which is expected to be concluded during CQ1/18. 

In our view the Battery recycling business could be a transformative one for the 
Company, if it is proven successful on a commercial scale. NMT owns 50% of 
the IP for the process and has an exclusive licence to commercialise the 
technology. 

Even though it is possible that weighting of cobalt in batteries will fall in coming 
years, the Company’s processing technique should also be able to retrieve 
lithium and other metal compounds (eg Ni, Cu) from batteries. 

Three-stage processing approach 
The technology for this process involves the following steps: 

• Pulverising and segregation of used batteries to prepare the feed for 
processing; 

• Sulphuric acid leaching of the used battery feed to dissolve up to 99% 
of the cobalt by value (19.8% by weight). Further purification of the 
cobalt-rich solution to remove other metals; 

• Recovery of pure cobalt sulphate (>99.9% pure) by hydrometallurgical 
methods. 
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Availability of lithium-ion batteries for recycling is rising 
It is estimated that currently less than 5% of batteries are recycled globally and 
the Argonne National Laboratory mooted that in 2015 there were 60Kt of 
cathode materials from the electronics industry available for recycling, globally. 
The same report suggested that this amount of material could nearly treble 
within the next 10 years, and also noted the significant increase in availability of 
batteries from electric vehicles which would be available for recycling. 

Figure 14: Availability of lithium batteries for recycling 

 
Source: Argonne National Laboratory 

The company’s pilot plant is based on recycling a mix of consumer and auto 
batteries (ie smart phones, laptops and other portable electronic devices), 
although we understand that the company’s development plan is likely to be 
more focused on the auto OEM space. 

The initial plant feed will be based on rechargeable lithium ion batteries known 
as lithium cobaltate (LCO) batteries, which have been in use for c.20 years. The 
cathodes generally contain c.60% cobalt. Other battery types which contain 
smaller amounts of cobalt will be tested in the pilot plant at a later date. 

Rechargeable batteries may be disposed of in an orderly or disorderly way 
(thrown in the garbage). Over time there is likely to be a focus on increasing 
orderly disposal, such as voluntary battery collection points and 
legislated/mandatory recycling by battery makers and aggregators, and this is 
likely to be the company’s source for material.  

This plant is an option on the success of the Tech 
The Company’s first commercial-scale plant is anticipated to have a capital cost 
of US$5.5m, following an earlier Scoping Study. At current cobalt prices, we 
estimate that at a 10% discount rate, a plant with a 10-year life span would 
have a NPV of A$165m and with a 25-year lifespan, a NPV of A$258m, based 
only on a cobalt stream (not including other metals which might be recovered). 
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Figure 15: Proposed modular, containerised battery recycling facility 

 
Source: Company data 

Management believes that multiple plants such as this one could be built near 
auto or battery manufacturing plants to benefit from waste Li-ion batteries in 
the manufacturing process. With capex being so small, and the potential for 
recycling plants to be constructed in a modular way, it is eminently possible for 
the company to build several recycling plants in different locations around the 
world, benefiting from substantial availability of exhausted Li-ion batteries from 
the manufacturing process, some time before large volumes of batteries are 
available from end of lifecycle sources for EVs. The relatively low NAV for the 
Segment at present is therefore, in our view, an option on the success of the 
technology; if the tech is successful then we believe that this battery recycling 
division could easily be worth in the order of US$1-2bn with multiple plants. 

AlphaMet…royalty incubator 
The Company’s Alphamet business unit holds its economic interest in the IP 
(25%) for what has become known as the Neomet process. While there are 
multiple potential applications of the Neomet process, the first outside licensed 
application is likely to be the extraction of zinc and other metals from Electric 
Arc Furnace (EAF) dust. 

EAF dust processing 
Steel production via the EAF route produces c.15-20kg of waste dust per tonne 
of liquid steel. Management and disposal of this dust, which may contain heavy 
metals and oxides, is an economic factor for many EAF steel mills. The EAF steel 
production route comprises c.26% of steel production globally which totals 
c.1.6Bt. This suggests that up to 8.3Mt of EAF dust are produced globally each 
year. 

Neomet has licensed its technology to an undisclosed company to build a pilot 
plant to process this EAF dust. While processes already exist for dust 
reprocessing, they are primarily based on Waelz kiln technology which involves 
pelletisation of the dust and treatment at temperatures above 1200°C in a 
Waelz kiln. The Neomet process removes the need for high temperature 
processing, significantly lowering capital costs and reducing the footprint of the 
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plant. In addition, zinc recovery is higher, as are recoveries of other metals such 
as silver, lead and copper.  

The first JV plant, which will be in Serbia, will start construction by the end of 
CY18E and will start production by the end of CY19E. It will enjoy a three-year 
royalty holiday, after which it will pay a 5% NSR, with NMT’s share 1.25% of 
gross sales.  

Other projects 
Neomet is in a position to license other technologies to other users in exchange 
for royalty payments. For instance, the Barrambie TiO2 production methodology 
could be licenced to other users once it has been proven at Barrambie. Other 
applications could be lithium hydroxide manufacture, precious and base metals 
tailings recycling or even nickel laterite production. 

We have included a royalty stream from both the Barrambie TiO2 project and 
the Battery Recycling project in our valuation of the Royalty business. We 
conservatively calculate that future royalty flow of this business could be worth 
up to A$69m to NMT (DCF; 8% discount rate). 

We note that Neometals/NMR/Sedgman is conducting laboratory scale testing 
of the Neomet process on a number of third party ores and concentrates, 
including Australian Vanadium’s Gabanintha Deposit (ASX:AVL), titanium, base 
and precious metals.  

Once the recycling pilot tests have concluded, the lithium battery pilot plant 
equipment will be reconfigured and have the acid regeneration circuits added 
to it to enable it to perform pilot scale Neomet test work as third-party ores 
progress through the pipeline, with Neometals’ Barrambie project taking 
priority. We have not included forecasts for other projects in our Royalty 
forecasts. 

Direct lithium extraction…a game changer for lithium 
production? 
Neometals has developed a process for extracting lithium chloride (LiCl) directly 
from brine, without the need for solar extraction. A patent is currently pending 
on the process, but successful commercialisation of this process would be a 
game changer for brine-based lithium production, in our view. 

The bulk of the world’s lithium reserves are in brine deposits. But extracting 
lithium from these deposits is difficult, primarily because the lithium needs to 
be concentrated by solar evaporation which takes a long time and involves high 
capital costs for construction. In addition, lithium recovery from these 
resources can be as little as 50% once leakage, transfer losses and salt 
entrainment are taken into account.  

In most conventional brine operations, the brine needs to go through three 
stages of evaporation to remove other sodium and potassium salts before the 
lithium bearing solution is then filtered to remove any unwanted boron and 
magnesium. Soda ash (sodium carbonate) is then added to precipitate out 
sodium carbonate which can be filtered and dried. 
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Figure 16a: Comparison of conventional and NMT brine extraction processes 

 
Source: Company data 

NMT’s process strips out impurities while the brine is in its liquid form and only 
utilises one stage of solar evaporation. It does this by using a titanium-based 
absorbent which recovers lithium and potassium in solution while rejecting 
sodium.  

Figure 17b: Comparison of conventional and NMT brine extraction processes (continued) 

 
Source: Company data 

“Proof of Concept” testing (reported 1 June 2017) showed that this could be 
carried out with a processing time of 30 minutes vs a 12-18-month conventional 
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processing period. A single solar evaporation step is then needed to remove 
potassium followed by use of the company’s ELi process to produce lithium 
hydroxide, resulting in a 67% reduction in operating costs and a significant 
processing time reduction. 

While again we believe that this is a potentially very exciting technology, in our 
view it is too early stage to be included in our model as yet. 

Is ELi a game-changer for LiOH manufacture? 
The standard methodology to manufacture LiOH is a high temperature 
treatment route involving a significant volume of reagents and raw materials. 
The ELi process requires only small quantities of soda ash and allows leaching 
acid to be recycled. Both processes require significant power inputs, but the ELi 
process is much preferable in terms of storage and use of harmful reagents. 

Figure 18: The ELi LiOH process 

 
Source: Neometals 

In the ELi process, lithium chloride is produced by leaching spodumene 
concentrate with Hydrochloric Acid, or recovered from brine and impurities are 
removed from the mix via ion exchange and membrane electrolysis techniques. 
80% lithium recovery is possible, and the acid can be recycled for further use. 

This is very different from the standard LiOH flowsheet (below) which involves 
several more processing steps as well as a number of by-products and reagents. 

Again, while we see significant potential for the ELi technology, we do not value 
it in our model currently because the process requires further testing before it 
can be considered for commercial production. 
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Figure 19: Standard LiOH schematic 

 
Source: Talison Lithium 

LTO batteries…potential for graphite replacement? 
Lithium Titanate (LTO) is an anode type material which has the potential to 
replace graphite to improve the performance of lithium batteries. NMT is 
developing a process for producing LTO commercially. 

LTO’s primary advantage over graphite is that the surface area of an LTO anode 
is c.100 square metres per gram vs three square metres for a similar graphite 
electrode. This allows electrons to enter and leave the anode more rapidly, 
leading to ultrafast recharging, better battery life and enhanced safety 
performance. 

Figure 20: SCIB™ LTO-anode cell characteristics 

 
Source: Toshiba. *Performance depends on usage conditions 
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The Company reported in September 2017 that initial pouch cell testing in the 
US on batteries utilising an LTO anode confirmed superior performance for 
NMT anodes vs industry standard LTO. The Company expects the next stage of 
testing to be completed by end-January 2018. 

While the LTO development is very exciting, the company is still a long way 
from commercialisation and, as a result, we believe that this project is too early 
stage to be included in our financial model. 
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Valuation 
We value Neometals using a sum of the parts valuation, based on flat 
commodity price forecasts. Our commodity and currency assumptions are 
shown in the Figure below. 

Figure 21: Commodity price and currency assumptions 

 
Source: Arlington Group estimates 

We use different discount rates for different operations and projects and 
further apply a risk discount for development projects. Additionally, we apply a 
further conglomerate discount for the combined entity. Our sum of the parts 
valuation is shown in the Figure below. 

Figure 22: Neometals Ltd sum of the parts valuation 

 
Source: Arlington Group estimates. *Fully diluted 

We note the relatively low valuation for TechCo. vs MiningCo. on a NAV basis, 
but highlight: 

1) The early stages of current TechCo. projects;  
2) The potential for significant upsizing of the Battery Recycling business for 

minimal capex if and when the technology is proven on a commercial scale;  
3) It is likely that Tech businesses would trade on a premium to NAV. 

Sensitivities 
• A 10% increase in the USDAUD rate would lead to a 21% increase in 

our SotP-derived NAV. 

Prices Actual
6%  spodumene concentrate CFR China US$/t 680
Australia-China freight rate US$/t 20
Lithium Hydroxide FOB Australia US$/t 12,000
DSO Titanomagnetite FOB Geraldton US$/t 120
TiO2 US$/t 2,300
V2O5 US$/lb 6.00
Cobalt US$/t 50,000
Zinc US$/t 2,500
Copper US$/t 6,000

USDAUD 1.30

Project Status NMT share
Discount 

rate
NPV /

A$m
Risk 

discount
NAV /

A$m
NAV* /
A$/sh

Mt Marion Operating 13.8% 8% 326 0% 326 0.59
LiOH Evaluation 100% 12% 972 75% 243 0.44
Barrambie DSO Evaluation 100% 10% 202 50% 101 0.18
Barrambie TiO2 Evaluation 100% 12% 760 75% 190 0.35
MiningCo. total 860 1.57
Recycling Development 100% 10% 184 50% 92 0.17
Royalty business Development 100% 8% 67 25% 50 0.09
TechCo. total 142 0.26
Net cash (debt) 40 0.07
Subtotal 1,042 1.90
Conglomerate discount 25%
Sum of the Parts valuation 781 1.43
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• A 10% increase in the DSO Titanomagnetite price would result in a 9% 
increase in NAV. 

• A 10% increase in the Lithium Hydroxide price would lead to a 6% 
increase in NAV. 

• A 10% increase in the TiO2 price would lead to a 5% increase in NAV. 

Catalysts and risks 
Catalysts 
A list of key catalysts for the different parts of the business are shown in the 
figure below. 

Figure 23: Neometals Ltd 2018 potential catalysts 

 
Source: Arlington Group estimates 

Risks 
• As highlighted in the sensitivity analysis, a key financial risk is a 

strengthening of the Australian dollar against the US dollar which would 
raise costs for the Australian operations with no impact on selling prices. 

• There are a number of development risks associated with a company of 
this type.  

o The primary issues that would affect our valuation of the stock are 
worse-than-expected results in the testing of the Recycling or 
Barrambie test work which could make these projects less 
financially viable.  

o In addition, a Board decision not to go ahead with the Barrambie 
DSO project, or indeed any of the development projects, would 
negatively impact our valuation. 

• The company is also exposed to operating risks via its 13.8% shareholding 
in the Mt Marion mine. 

• Weakening of key commodity prices to which the company is leveraged 
below those used in our forecasts would result in a negative impact to our 
valuation.  

Mt Marion LiOH project Barrambie DSO
Barrambie/ 

Neomet Recycling LTO batteries Alphamet Corporate

Jan-18 Testwork results Testwork results
Results of pouch cell 

testing Quarterly report

Feb-18
H1 results; 

H2 guidance
Flowsheet design 

due

Mar-18
Decision  to proceed 

with FEED study Updated PFS H1 results

Apr-18
Pilot scale hydromet 

testwork results Quarterly report

May-18
Board decision on 

Bulk Sample
Commence EV cell 

testing
Pilot scale hydromet 

testwork - EAF

Jun-18
Commission all 6%  
spod. concentrate

Results of EV cell 
testing

Pilot scale h/met 
t/work - 3rd Party Ti

Jul-18 Quarterly report

Aug-18
FY results; 
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Decision to proceed 

with comm. plant Quarterly report

Nov-18
Binding offtake 

agreements
Pilot scale hydromet 

testwork results
Barrambie pilot h/met 

t/work results

Dec-18
Board Decision on 
whether to proceed

Board Decision on 
whether to proceed

Board decision on 
DFS
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Board and Management 
Steven Cole (Non-Executive Chairman) has 35 years of professional, corporate 
and business experience through senior legal consultancy, as well as a range of 
executive management and non-executive appointments. His extensive 
boardroom and board sub-committee experience includes ASX listed, statutory, 
proprietary and NFP organisations covering the industrial, financial, 
educational, professional services, health and resources sectors. 

Chris Reed (Managing Director) started in the mining industry in 1990 and co-
founded Reed Resources in 2001. Chris holds a Bachelor of Commerce from the 
University of Notre Dame and a Graduate Certificate in Mineral Economics from 
WA School of Mines. He is a Member of the AusIMM and immediate past Vice-
President of the Association of Mining & Exploration Companies, a position he 
held for 10 years. 

Michael Tamlin (COO) joined the company in December 2015. He has more 
than 25 years of experience in the mining and smelting industry with significant 
expertise in lithium, tantalum, vanadium, industrial minerals and chemicals. His 
lithium experience covers the development of the China chemical market and 
global technical spodumene markets for the Greenbushes Mine, the 
Zhangjiagang Lithium Carbonate Project and the Rincon Brine Project. Mr. 
Tamlin has a strong track record in maximising commercial performance, 
developing and implementing strategy, lithium supply negotiation, lithium 
markets and management at executive level. He has been Director of Frontier 
Lithium Inc. since January 2016. 

Jason Carone (CFO & Company Secretary) served as a Joint Company Secretary 
of Neometal Limited from March 2009 to October 2013 and served as its 
Controller since March 2009. He is a Chartered Accountant with over 10 years 
professional and commercial experience working in Australia and Southeast 
Asia. He holds a Bachelor of Commerce in Accounting and Business Law from 
Curtin University, WA and has been a member of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants since 2000. 

Darren Townsend (Chief Development Officer) joined the company in 
September 2017. He is a mining engineer with 15-years’ mining experience in 
senior management roles and 10-plus years’ corporate experience running both 
ASX and TSX listed companies. He was most recently the Managing Director of 
Peak Resources Limited, an ASX-listed mining company focussed on the 
development of the Ngualla Rare Earths Project in Tanzania. During his almost 
four-year tenure he oversaw the completion of both a PFS and a BFS for the 
project. He has also previously built/operated Tantalum operations at Wodgina 
in Western Australia and in Mozambique.  

David Reed (Non-Executive Director) was born and raised in Kalgoorlie. He 
commenced stockbroking in 1963 and qualified as an accountant in 1967. His 
firm RW & DJ Reed merged with TE Eyres in 1981 and became Eyres Reed Ltd 
which was subsequently purchased by CIBC Wood Gundy in 1997. David was a 
director and Chairman of CIBC Australia Limited. David has been a prospector, 
former secretary of the Amalgamated Prospectors and Leaseholders 
Association and private mine owner. In 1984 David founded Mt. Martin Gold 
Mines NL, which with partner Newmont Australia developed the million-ounce 
New Celebration Gold Mine. Mt. Martin merged with nickel producer Titan 
Resources NL where David was Chairman from 1991 to 1997. 

Natalia Streltsova (Non-Executive Director) is a PhD qualified chemical 
engineer with over 25 years’ experience in the minerals industry and an 
extensive background in mineral processing and hydrometallurgy across a range 
of commodities relevant to Neometals. Her previous roles have included 
Director of Technical Development at Vale, Development Manager at GRD 
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Minproc and senior technical roles at BHP Billiton and WMC Resources that 
involved considerable interaction with operations to identify and implement 
innovative projects to increase production and reduce costs. She has 
considerable international experience in technical and business development 
capacities in South America, Africa and the Former Soviet Union and is currently 
a Non-Executive Director of Potash West NL. 

Doug Ritchie (Non-Executive Director) is a senior resources industry executive 
with over 35 years’ experience, including over 28 years working with Rio Tinto 
in various senior management roles including CEO Rio Tinto Energy Australia 
and most recently the Group Executive of Strategy based in the UK. He has 
considerable international corporate experience, including in China, and is 
currently a Non-Executive Director of Arrium Limited and the Chairman of 
Uniquest, the University of Queensland’s commercialisation company. 
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Copyright and risk warnings 
Prices as of close on 24 January 2018 

Neometals Ltd (“Neometals” or the “Company”) is a corporate client of Arlington Group Asset Management 
Limited (“Arlington”). Arlington will receive compensation for providing fundraising, and other services to the 
Company including the publication and dissemination of marketing material from time to time.  

This note is a marketing communication and NOT independent research. As such, it has not been prepared in 
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and this 
note is NOT subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

Not an offer to buy or sell 

Under no circumstances is this note to be construed to be an offer to buy or sell or deal in any security and/or 
derivative instruments. It is not an initiation or an inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. 

Note prepared in good faith and in reliance on publicly available information 

Comments made in this note have been arrived at in good faith and are based, at least in part, on current public 
information that Arlington considers reliable, but which it does not represent to be accurate or complete, and it 
should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, forecasts and estimates contained in this document 
are current as of the date of this document and are subject to change without prior notification. No 
representation or warranty either actual or implied is made as to the accuracy, precision, completeness or 
correctness of the statements, opinions and judgements contained in this document. 

Arlington’s and related interests 

The approved persons who produced this note may be directors, employees and/or associates of Arlington. 
Arlington and/or its employees and/or directors and associates may or may not hold shares, warrants, options, 
other derivative instruments or other financial interests in Neometals and reserve the right to acquire, hold or 
dispose of such positions in the future and without prior notification to Neometals, or any other person. 

Information purposes only 

This document is intended to be for background information purposes only and should be treated as such. This 
note is furnished on the basis and understanding that Arlington is under no responsibility or liability whatsoever 
in respect thereof, to Neometals, or any other person. 

Investment Risk Warning 

The value of any potential investment made in relation to companies mentioned in this document may rise or 
fall and sums realised may be less than those originally invested. Any reference to past performance should not 
be construed as being a guide to future performance. 

Investment in small companies, and especially mineral exploration companies, carries a high degree of risk and 
investment in the companies or minerals mentioned in this document may be affected by related currency 
variations. Changes in the pricing of related currencies and or commodities mentioned in this document may 
have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of the investment. 

Distribution 

This note is not for public distribution, nor for distribution to, or to be used by, or to be relied upon by any person 
other than the Company. Without limiting the foregoing, this note may not be distributed to any persons (or 
groups of persons), to whom such distribution would contravene the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
or would constitute a contravention of the corresponding statute or statutory instrument in any other 
jurisdiction. 
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Disclaimer 
This report has been forwarded to you solely for information and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation of an 
offer to sell, buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto (“financial 
instruments”). This report is intended for use by professional and business investors only. This report may not be reproduced 
without the consent of Arlington Group Asset Management Limited. 

The information and opinions expressed in this report have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but, neither 
Arlington Group Asset Management Limited, nor any of its directors, officers, or employees accepts liability from any loss 
arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. Any opinions, forecasts or 
estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this report. There can be no assurance that future results or events 
will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future 
performance. This information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or 
condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the company and its subsidiaries. Arlington is not 
agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, forecasts or estimates contained herein.  

The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency 
denominated securities and financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or 
adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions, including those 
involving futures, options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 
investors. This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and the particular needs 
of any specific person who may receive this report. 

Arlington Group Asset Management Limited (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, 
own or have a position in the securities or financial instruments (including derivative instruments or any other rights 
pertaining thereto) of any company or related company referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any such position 
or may make a market or act as principle in any transaction in such securities or financial instruments. Directors of Arlington 
Group Asset Management Limited may also be directors of any of the companies mentioned in this report. Arlington Group 
Asset Management Limited may from time to time provide or solicit investment banking or other financial services to, for or 
from any company referred to herein. Arlington Group Asset Management Limited (or its directors, officers or employees) 
may, to the extent permitted by law, act upon or use the information or opinions presented herein, or research or analysis 
on which they are based prior to the material being published. 

To our readers in the United Kingdom, this report has been issued by Arlington Group Asset Management Limited, a firm 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This report is not for distribution to retail clients. 

This report is not intended for use by, or distribution to, US corporations that do not meet the definition of a major US 
institutional investor in the United States or for use by any citizen or resident of the United States. 

This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in part, 
copies circulated, or disclosed to another party, without the prior written consent of Arlington Group Asset Management 
Limited. Securities referred to in this research report may not be eligible for sale in those jurisdictions where Arlington Group 
Asset Management Limited is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular, Arlington Group Asset 
Management Limited does not allow the redistribution of this report to non-professional investors and cannot be held 
responsible in any way for third parties who affect such redistribution. © 2018 
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